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Executive Summary

This report summarises the events of the two-day summit on the “Broadcasting And
Digital Media Convention - Nigeria”.

Broadcast Media Africa, in partnership with the Broadcasting Organisation of Nigeria
(BON) and MultiChoice Nigeria, held a two-day summit at the JohnWood Hotel By
Bolton in Abuja, Nigeria, from 22 to 23 March 2022. The purpose of the conference was to
discuss ways of Bringing Society Together With Vibrant Digital Media Services.

The summit provided a two-day platform for broadcasting and media practitioners to
share experiences and strategies that would address Nigeria’s road to a successful digital
switchover.

Practitioners in a�endance noted the importance of working together in ensuring that all
affected industries bring forth their expertise in order to thrive as a nation.

Key Topics Covered

● Optimal Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting Based On Reliable Infrastructure - Review
Of Possibilities

● Accelerating Universal Delivery Of Fully-Digital Broadcasting Services To All
Nigerians

● Financing And Funding The Digital Broadcasting Ecosystem - Challenges And
Opportunities

● Digital TVs and Set-Top Boxes – Pathways To Overcoming The Constraining Issues
And Challenges

● Digital Public Service Broadcasting: Delivering High-Quality Public Service



Content

● Deploying State-Of-The-Art Content Aggregation And Delivery Platform For
Nigerian Broadcasters

● Measurement Of Viewers And Listeners In A Multiscreen And Multi-Platform
Ecosystem - Effective Strategies

Summary of Contribution From Resource Persons

Day One: Broadcasting And Digital Media Convention -
Nigeria

Introduction
The forum began with a welcome and acknowledgement from Dr Yemisi Bamgbose,
Executive Secretary of Broadcasting Organisations of Nigeria (BON). He
acknowledged all dignitaries in a�endance, including the Director-General of Ghana
Broadcasting Corporation. The programme began with a short film titled: The
Making of the New Leadership Coup.

Mr John Ugbe, CEO of MultiChoice Nigeria and Chairman of Broadcasting
Organisations Of Nigeria (BON), thanked the industry bodies for availing themselves
to a�end the conference. He went on to highlight the vision and the objectives of the
event, which he noted as having to share experiences and plans that would aid the
nation in achieving its seamless and total digital migration target. He further
stipulated the importance and significance of the digital switchover and how it will
impact the livelihood of broadcasters and everyday Nigerians; therefore, he stressed
how mandatory it is for broadcasters to fully embrace it.
The forum brought together technical experts, regulators, broadcasters to share
knowledge and experience geared toward enhancing digital migration that will be
sustainable and meet all expectations.

Speaking on behalf of the National Broadcasting Commission of Nigeria was Mr



Mallam Balarabe Shehu Ilelah, the Director-General. The general addressed the
mandate of the commission to grant licences for the operation of radio, television and
any other media in Nigeria, including online platforms. He further stated that the
broadcaster needs to ensure responsive professionalism in their process and conduct.
This obligation of the commission requires synergy and engagement with
broadcasters.

The representative of Honourable Minister Of Information And Culture, Alh. Lai
Mohammed mentioned in his opening statement that there is no doubt that the issue
of digital broadcasting switchover is a global phenomenon that needs serious
processes that must be handled with diligence and, at the most care, having both the
broadcasters' and viewers' best interest. Furthermore, the minister’s representative
announced that the switchover would take place before the end of April 2022.
Digitisation has forced us to change the way we do things. The convergence of the
internet and the physical world will transform society positively. Services shall
become more efficient than data-driven models, providing new ways of transitions
and interaction.

As digital media services, especially the internet, expand into more parts of the
economy and society, the government is faced with new challenges, changing
business models and new technologies to enforce government and citizens to work
differently, structures and policies will need to be amended in line with the
fast-changing landscape.

Keynote: Delivering High-Quality Broadcasting Service For The
Nigerian Public
DigiTeam Nigeria's Edward Amana gave a presentation on Delivering High-Quality
Broadcasting Service For The Nigerian Public.

Amana provided a keynote on the history, as well as the current state of
broadcasting and wrapped up his presentation by covering the future of
broadcasting in Nigeria. The Chairman of DigiTeam Nigeria noted that broadcasting
dates back to the Native American Indians and how they used smoke signals to
convey messages over long distances. The smoke would vary according to the
message sent out, ranging from sickness, help and news. In modern language, the



smoke signals can be referred to as simultaneous transmission of the same message
or content to multiple recipients, whether through radio or television.

Following the background on broadcasting, Amana gave his point of view on how
quality is measured in current times. He listed various methods ranging from the
technical quality of your equipment to the quality of content distribution, and the
relevance of the content.

He then called on broadcasters to realise that the digital era is an elaborate ground
that gives equal opportunity to all entities. "Digital allows for the same reach", and
broadcasters must ensure that the content they send out is compelling. He further
gave advice to private stations, noting that he recognises that they are challenged as
they need to find sponsors for their programmes and are not able to approach the
government for funding.

Leaders’ Roundtable: Accelerating Universal Delivery Of Fully-Digital
Broadcasting Services To All Nigerians
Digital media has grown to a level that none had anticipated. Mansur Liman,
Director General, Federal Radio Corporation Of Nigeria (FRCN), indicated that when
The Voice of Nigeria Radio Station first started, stations in that era needed to have a
broadcasting licence. But new radio stations see very li�le use of the licence when
digital services enable them to have a wider audience. Through digital platforms,
new broadcasters are exploring new ways of sharing their content, having live video
recordings that can be viewed globally. One can access any radio station today on
YouTube. Digital media has expanded the frontline, having no boundaries.

Yakubu Ibn Mohammed, Director General, Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), was
asked how the entity plans to support content creation as we now live in an era
where ‘Content is King’. The DG indicated that the NTA is continuously trying to
inject into the system the younger generation for collaboration and integration.

Steve Babaeko, the President of the Association of Advertising Agencies of Nigeria,
addressed the issues faced by broadcasters, stating that digital broadcast media is
growing in terms of investment and its protection as well as the sustainability of the
investment. As the regulator in the advertising ecosystem, there are three key players



the client, the agency and the medium. Digital migration, as it stands, requires a lot
of investment.

How We Did It: Securing Our Digital Migration With Adequate Funding - Lessons
From Our experiences
The session was presented by Amin Alhassan, Director-General of Ghana
Broadcasting Corporation. He expressed his wishes to expand this dialogue in his
home country of Ghana. He further shared how Ghana secured digital migration
with just enough funding.

The issue is always to have the courage to continue when faced with many
challenges when transforming Ghana Broadcasting Corporation. Today the
broadcaster is a critical institution for democratic development. He further
mentioned that everything had been centred around the corporation in Ghana,
serving as a public broadcaster, state broadcaster, and commercial broadcaster. GBC
was the first pioneer of DTT in 2008.

When looking at the digital broadcasting ecosystem, it has become easier for a new
start-up in the business to survive rather than the current analogue broadcaster. He
stated that the existing broadcasting corporation is full of analogue engineers, but the
market requires new and talented digitally-minded engineers.

Government systems or instead regulations need to change in order to facilitate the
demand for digital transformation in broadcasting.

GBS created a new strategy to facilitate the change that required transformation from
Bureacray broadcasting to business-oriented. To change the mindset of stakeholders
from entitlement driven to performance-driven and result-based oriented
organisations. These objectives can only be achieved with quality content, training
and teamwork.

Discussion: Ge�ing The Appropriate Operational Capabilities In The Digital
Ecosystem - Challenges And Opportunities
Steve Babaeko, President of the Association of Advertising Agencies of Nigeria,
mentioned that human resource capacity development is a big challenge facing many



broadcasting organisations and entities that need to develop new approaches to
incorporate digitally inclined people. But this shortage is seen even in content
development, where analogue engineers still believe in old forms of creating content.
Combining digital systems in broadcasting ensures that operations can do more
work with less human capacity.

Discussion: Truly Knowing Your Audience! - Evaluating The Impact On Industry
Stakeholders In Nigeria
During the session, a question was posed to Tunde Akinlolu from the Nigerian Film
Corporation (NFC), who, as a filmmaker, was asked to who his content is directed. In
answering the question, Tunde noted that his content is mainly produced for
theatrical releases and Video On Demand (VOD) rather than for television
broadcasting.

Tunde goes on to acknowledge that a synergy between producers and broadcasters
will always be in existence.

Jibe Ologeh, the President of Electronic Media Content Owners Association Of
Nigeria (EMCOAN), added to the conversation by highlighting challenges in
reference to audience measurement, noting that content is critical as it is crucial for
a�racting advertisers. She emphasised the importance of working together to ensure
the industry's success.

======================================================================

Day Two: Broadcasting And Digital Media Convention -
Nigeria

Introduction
The second day of the event was opened by Benjamin Pius, the CEO and Publisher at
Broadcast Media Africa who took the audience through Broadcast Media Africa’s
contribution to the industry. He noted that BMA's role in the broadcasting and media
space is to organise the continent's network for the be�erment of the industry. He
also mentioned BMA's role in ensuring that information is disseminated through the
organisation’s membership to share intelligence and knowledge throughout the
continent.



Pius then introduced the day's panel discussion which covered 'Exploring
Sustainable Ways To Create, Produce, Distribute And Monetise Content For
Broadcast In A Digital World'

In closing the summit, Mr Pius addressed the audience, thanking the event's resource
persons for their contribution towards the successful execution of the event.

Discussion: Exploring Sustainable Ways To Create, Produce,
Distribute And Monetise Content For Broadcast In A Digital World
Opening the dialogue was Peace Anyiam-Osigwe, CEO, Africa Film Academy. Ms
Osigwe has more than 20 years of experience in the film industry. She began the
Africa Film Academy 19 years ago and is the proud founder of the Africa Film
Academy Awards. One of the functions of the academy is to train young people
across Africa.

It is through her lifetime work experience that she indicated that more work needs to
be done in terms of production value especial in Nigeria. It is essential for young
people to understand the full value chain, from production to marketing and selling.
Monetisation is key for young producers.

Most of the challenges in content creation have to do with financing. A lot of
broadcasters want content but they cannot afford what the producers want for their
content. It also comes down to advertising, negotiation, and product placement.
Nigerian producers have created a surplus of content for their country and that has
not been reflected in the value.

It was mentioned that not a lot of conversations are taking place between producers
and broadcasters because that is where serious issues lay. Nigerian broadcasters and
producers need to work together to prevent the exploitation of producers by foreign
entities.

Conclusions, Take-Aways and Recommendations



- Collaborations and the sharing of experiences and plans will aid the nation in achieving
its seamless and total digital migration target.

- Broadcasters and media practitioners need to embrace the digital switchover and all
challenges and triumphs that come with it.

- There is a need to have further engagements to bridge the gap between industries
- Government systems and regulations must change and facilitate the demand for digital

transformation in broadcasting.
- The industry must work together to develop new approaches to incorporate digitally

inclined people
- The industry must acknowledge and assist with funding, especially for young

producers.


